Mrs. Z’s Busy Bees News from the Hive
Week of April 8, 2019
MATH

We’ve been learning about fractions this week - what they are, how to
write them and how to write equivalent fractions.

We’ve also talked about

how to estimate fractional parts of objects.
READING

This week we read a story called “Two Bad Ants,” which is about two
ants that go on an unexpected adventure.

The story is told from the point

of view of the ants, and was written by one of our favorite authors, Chris Van
Allsburg.

We also read three chapters in our
Literature Circle books. Here’s what
our Circles look like:
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Writing
We are continuing to respond to
the various texts we are reading in
our Writing Journals and Literature
Circle job sheets.

We took a look

at an interesting debate in our
Scholastic News and wrote an opinion
piece on whether or not it is OK to
sneak snacks into a movie theater.
We also took a look at newpaper and on-line articles and read about how
to tell whether what we read in various news outlets is fact or fake. We
looked at an example of a fabricated news article and discussed clues in the
text that might signal whether an article is made-up or if it contains factual
material - a very important skill to have in our digital world!

AND FINALLY…..
Just a reminder that third grade will be presenting the wonders of
Germany on International Night, April 11th!.

We are learning a German song

about spring, “Alle Vogel Sind Schon Da,” which we will present on Friday.
We will be working with our 7th grade buddies on a Math activity calculating
the volume of the boxes we used to build our German castles.

If you have

artifacts from Germany that you would like to show Wednesday evening at the
International Dinner, please let me know!
Field Trip permission slips will begin coming home next week.

Our

schedule is as follows:
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May 8 - Flanders Nature Center, Woodbury
May 23 - Connecticut Science Center, Hartford
June 13 - Institute for Native American Studies and Research, in-school field trip
Descriptions and a schedule of each trip’s activities will be attached to
the permission slip.
Next week’s spelling words are attached for our usual Friday test next
week. The words can also be found in the Journeys Practice Book, in your
child’s Planner, and will be sent home Monday in hard copy.
As always, thank you so much for all you do!

With Love, Third Grade
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